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Rainbow Light!Rainbow Light!Rainbow Light!Rainbow Light!    

The Sun, as we know, gives us the highestThe Sun, as we know, gives us the highestThe Sun, as we know, gives us the highestThe Sun, as we know, gives us the highest    

Healing powers of light…it shines on everyHealing powers of light…it shines on everyHealing powers of light…it shines on everyHealing powers of light…it shines on every----one andone andone andone and        

everyeveryeveryevery----thing evenly….. not leaving anyone out.thing evenly….. not leaving anyone out.thing evenly….. not leaving anyone out.thing evenly….. not leaving anyone out.    
    

As it radiates to Earth & all upon her,As it radiates to Earth & all upon her,As it radiates to Earth & all upon her,As it radiates to Earth & all upon her,    

it sends prisms of magnifit sends prisms of magnifit sends prisms of magnifit sends prisms of magnificent colour.icent colour.icent colour.icent colour.    

Colour healing is most profound.  Particular coloursColour healing is most profound.  Particular coloursColour healing is most profound.  Particular coloursColour healing is most profound.  Particular colours    

work for specific areas & for specific ailments.work for specific areas & for specific ailments.work for specific areas & for specific ailments.work for specific areas & for specific ailments.    
    

Our energy vortexes {charkas} symbolize this.Our energy vortexes {charkas} symbolize this.Our energy vortexes {charkas} symbolize this.Our energy vortexes {charkas} symbolize this.    

They hold different vibrations and memories withinThey hold different vibrations and memories withinThey hold different vibrations and memories withinThey hold different vibrations and memories within    

them. We have 7 primary charkas, like a rathem. We have 7 primary charkas, like a rathem. We have 7 primary charkas, like a rathem. We have 7 primary charkas, like a rainbowinbowinbowinbow    

and by keeping them clear & bright, we becomeand by keeping them clear & bright, we becomeand by keeping them clear & bright, we becomeand by keeping them clear & bright, we become        

balanced & unified, holding our own light…balanced & unified, holding our own light…balanced & unified, holding our own light…balanced & unified, holding our own light…    

Becoming a pillar of light!  White Light!Becoming a pillar of light!  White Light!Becoming a pillar of light!  White Light!Becoming a pillar of light!  White Light!    
    

This Rainbow Light water is designed forThis Rainbow Light water is designed forThis Rainbow Light water is designed forThis Rainbow Light water is designed for    

enhancing your own chakra system, and chargingenhancing your own chakra system, and chargingenhancing your own chakra system, and chargingenhancing your own chakra system, and charging    

them with radiant energy!them with radiant energy!them with radiant energy!them with radiant energy!    
    

YoYoYoYou can dab the water on each chakra for fullu can dab the water on each chakra for fullu can dab the water on each chakra for fullu can dab the water on each chakra for full    

activation or just dab on one chakra that feels like activation or just dab on one chakra that feels like activation or just dab on one chakra that feels like activation or just dab on one chakra that feels like     

it needs  a boost or a pickit needs  a boost or a pickit needs  a boost or a pickit needs  a boost or a pick----up. Great for Healingsup. Great for Healingsup. Great for Healingsup. Great for Healings    

and Blessings.and Blessings.and Blessings.and Blessings.    

There is a pot of Gold at the end of every rainbow,There is a pot of Gold at the end of every rainbow,There is a pot of Gold at the end of every rainbow,There is a pot of Gold at the end of every rainbow,    

this is your Golden this is your Golden this is your Golden this is your Golden ––––Sun SoulSun SoulSun SoulSun Soul----Star aboveStar aboveStar aboveStar above your head your head your head your head    

when your chakra system {your own rainbow within}when your chakra system {your own rainbow within}when your chakra system {your own rainbow within}when your chakra system {your own rainbow within}    

is tuned.is tuned.is tuned.is tuned.    


